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The network technology reflects the scientific and technological progress in 
the contemporary era. In the process that science and technology are entirely 
infiltrating to human life, Internet is playing the key role. Internet is not only a 
kind of mass media but also a powerful driving force that can remodel the 
human life. Pushed forward by this impelling force, a new network society is 
rapidly growing. 
With the rise of the network society, the mode of human society and its 
member’s living concepts are changing greatly. The rapid development of 
network technology proposes a new problem to the politics: will the potential 
power of Internet make the future of democracy brighter or cast a shadow on it? 
A popular point of view is: the mode of representative and indirect democracy is 
out of date. The difficult problem of civil participation in politics can be solved 
by the network technology .The highly developed Internet opens a new path of 
electronic democracy. The direct democracy that human beings have been 
longing for will become the reality in the end. 
Under this background, the thesis is interested in the study of democracy in 
the age of Internet, based on the reality and aiming at the future. First of all, this 
paper manages in theory to dispel the false idea that direct democracy is viable 
in the age of Internet. Then it hammers at digging the positive and negative 
effect of network technology on democracy from a bi-directional point. The 
thesis is divided into three parts: 
The first part: the tensity between the direct democracy and indirect 
democracy. Starting with the definition of democracy, this part tries to illustrates 
clarify the limit of the archaic democracy and the inchoation of modern 
democracy. Then it the essential difference of them, and points out the 
individualistic characteristic of modern democracy. It also demonstrates the 
inevitability of indirect democracy at the large-scale democracy in modern 














The second part: the positive effects of network technology on democracy. 
This part tries to analyze the positive effects of network technology on 
democracy in three favorable aspects: the political value of network technology, 
the information spreading in internet that can lessen the society control, the 
set-up of electronic government imposing the governance reform and producing 
decentralization. 
The third part: the negative effects of network technology on democracy. 
This part tries to analyze the negative effects of network technology on 
democracy in three unfavorable aspects: the regulation of cyberspace, the 
unlimited information filtering leading to society division and group polarization, 
the aggravation of digital divide resulting in the rule of the technical elite. 
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“民主”一词源于古希腊语 demos 和 kratos 这两个词的组合。一般认










今天人们所知道的 著名也 重要的古代民主，“民主”一词 初被创造出
来就是对这一政治制度的反映。然而， 接近字面民主的民主可能也仅有
这种古希腊式的民主了。从民主被“发明”出来的那天起，这个概念及其
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